Experimenting with Building Footprint Formation and
Volume Optimization
A constraint programming approach for the optimization of buildingvolumes based on combinatorial rectangular footprint formations
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Abstract. This paper is focusing on integrating footprint formations of buildingvolumes into an existing research of building-volume optimization (BVO). While
earlier BVO experiments concentrated on single rectangular floor-area units
per floor, the current BVO model allows footprint assemblies of combinatorial
rectangular floor-area units per floor. The aspect of using these combinatorial
floor assemblies is to provide more flexibility into the shaping of possible
building-volumes and thus a more realistic approach to building-volume design.
The investigation regarding combinatorial floor-area units concentrated on
running time in reference to amount of allowable unit combinations per floor and
the ability to provide close to optimal solutions through additional search runs.
Results of the experiments documented a sharp increase of running time due to
the additional allocation of floor-area units, while the BVO model was improved
through the ability to generate combinatory footprint formation and offer close
to optimal solutions.
Keywords. Decision Support; Design Optimization; Building-volume Design;
Life Cycle Costs; Constraint-based Design.
Introduction
This ongoing study is focusing on integrating footprint formations of building-volumes into an existing research of building-volume optimization (BVO).
Earlier studies of the BVO model demonstrated that,
based on single rectangular floor-areas per floor,
optimal solutions could be found within a practical
period of time (Schoch et al., 2010). Though successful, it was found that the condition to rely on

a singular rectangle as a possible floor ruled out a
wider range of possible options. The implementation of footprints through combinatory floor-area
units is expected to make optimization more versatile. Through simple observation of existing built environments a combinatory approach, which creates
orthogonal floor-area footprints is able to capture a
wider range and eventually more realistic buildingvolume designs. The photographs in Figure 1 exemplify that, when not taking into account specific
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Figure 1
A big amount of the built
environment derives from on
orthogonal geometry

details, building designs in urban areas are to a major extend based on orthogonal based buildingvolume designs. This might be considered a broad
assumption; however, it can still be acceptable as
the introduction of orthogonal shapes allows for
wider range of possible designs that permit for investigation and consideration. The objective of this
research is to examine geometrical formations of
combinatory floor-area units, as they are expected to
allow for more diversity of possible building-volume
solutions. Its investigation regarding combinatorial
floor-area units is concentrating on quality of found
solutions and running time in reference to amount
of allowable unit combinations per floor.
Moreover, naturally designers are not only interested in singular optimal solutions but in a variety
of feasible, good quality solutions, leaving choice
for exploration and further investigation. The recent
study concluded that, due to the search process of
the used constraint programming technique, the
found solutions did not necessarily allow for an investigative search and limited comparison of possible quality solutions. Hence, a second priority of
this research is to focus on possible populations and
the propagation of feasible solutions with close to
optimal objectives. In combination with a multi-objective or a non-objective strategy, a second search
is proposed for integration into the BVO model. Consequently, an increased number of quality solutions
are expected.
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Therefore, the demonstrated BVO model has
been interpreted as an optimization model that allows for consideration of common design aspects of
architectural design that aims to generate solutions
that guarantee constraint fulfillment of widely found
design issues during the early stages of design. The
BVO model allows for continuous design improvement in reference to minimizing its life-cycle costs
(LCC). In case of the current BVO model, this may be
building volume, based on combinatory rectangular
footprint formations, representing the smallest LCC
under the consideration of various constraints. Finally, the model not only permits a search for optimality, but also for the propagation of viable solutions
close to optimal as well.

Background
Due to the growing demand to provide sustainable
designs, architects and building engineers require
foreseeing a significant reduction and control of
initial and operational costs for projected building
designs [1]. Reducing them during the early design
stage can be seen as a major economic improvement, since decisions made in the early phases of
architectural design are significant, irreversible and
can only be changed later at very high cost (Cherry,
1999). In the proposed BVO model, the primary goal
is to improve building-volume designs through the
evaluation and reduction of life-cycle costs (LCC)

during the early stage of design. It is based on optimization techniques used in operation research,
where an optimization model describes a mathematical model that attempts to optimize an objective function without violating resource constraints.
In previous research with the BVO model using a
single rectangular floor-area unit as a building footprint, the number of possible building-volume formations was severely limited. The implementation
of combinatory rectangular units per floor is thus
intended to increase the variety of possible buildingvolume formations. Thus, it makes use of existing
practices for solving architectural space layout design. Such space allocation problems are particularly
difficult to solve by computational means, as an automated architectural layout design-problem must
deal with a large set of possible solutions that cannot be solved exhaustively (Kalay, 2004). However,
combinatory allocation problems can still be solved
when the amount and positioning of space units are
limited.
In addition, while recent studies aim to improve
quantitative design elements by means of optimization, the search for optimal solutions in architectural
design comes with the disadvantage that designers,
well knowing that designs problems are commonly
considered ill-defined and incomplete (Simon, 1973),
often request to chose from a selection of solutions
instead (Balling, 2006). Still, designers can benefit
from solutions that provide optimality, as they not
only offer understanding regarding obtainable reference points (benchmark setting), but also allow for
investigation of existing design influences between
selected aspects of design.
Hence, a successful design support system for
automated design should employ the potential ability to search for optimality as well as to be able to
populate different solutions within a close range to
its optimal solution. In order to guarantee that the
BVO model allows for finding optimal solutions as
well as to search for close to optimal solutions that
fulfill constraints satisfaction, the model can be
characterized as employing two methods of search,

namely, performance based and constraint based
design. In a performance-based design approach,
objectives are defined, and, by the use of automated search methods, are describing how a possible
design should be generated and improved. Consequently, the outcome of solutions is primarily driven
by comparing and optimizing selected building
performances such as LCC. A constraint-based design method mainly focuses on providing a regulatory framework by declaring existing limitations for
the development of a possible design. Because the
method does not include any objective for comparing possible solutions, the automated approach is
basically considered to completely specify all possible arrangements (Homayouni, 2007). This way,
the generated number of feasible solution is left for
designers to explore, evaluate and eventually select
potential solutions for further considerations.
To assure that both practices can be used, the
building-volume optimization (BVO) model makes
use of constraint-programming (CP) techniques,
originating from the field of operations research, a
branch of applied mathematics facilitating the optimization of processes and methods (Bazaraa, 2004).
Because CP is ideally suited to find solutions for
highly constrained problems without an objective
function, procedures for finding optimal solutions
requires for incorporating integer-programming
techniques .The use of CP was suggested by Lömker
(Lömker, 2006), to find floor plan layouts for refurbishment purposes as an alternative to evolutionary
search methods. One CP advantage lies in its much
greater flexibility in expressing problem constraints
(Hillier and Liebermann, 2005). With its adaptability,
valid models for complex problems such as architectural design can be formulated more accurately.

Methodology
Building Volume Optimization (BVO) Model
The building volume optimization model for single
rectangular floor-area units has been described
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earlier (Schoch et al., 2010). In terms of geometry
allowing for multiple units, it is defined through a
combination of rectangular floor-area units per floor,
its floor height and perimeter length indicating its
exterior surfaces per floor. Originating from initial
building footprint formation of rectangular floorarea units, a three-dimensional building-volume
characteristic is achieved by stacking floor areas on
top of each other.
Similar to mathematical programming, the BVO
model is characterized by the definition of objective
functions, and a set decision variables that are limited through restricting constraints. Its main methodology is to find the best building-volume design
in reference to minimizing life cycle costs (LCC).
As an objective function, LCC are understood
as an accumulation of significant initial, operational
and ideally post-operational costs over a given study
period (Ruegg and Marshall, 1990). Based on their
direct influence on building-volume properties, the
following cost members have been integrated into
the BVO model: Construction Costs (CC), Energy
Costs (EC), Operation and Maintenance Costs (OMC),
and Repair and Renovation Costs (RRC). The objective function of the BVO model can be stated as:
Minimize: LCC = CC + OMC + RRC
PV

PV

PV

PV

(1)

Where subscript ‘PV’ indicates that all cost members are
represented as present values

The decision variables are building-volume determinants. These different LCC cost elements must
be associated with the decision variables of the
model, distributed and related to floor-area per floor
as well exterior surface areas. They are the dimensional representatives of all rectangular floor-area
units per floor, where each unit is defined through its
two-dimensional position in a Cartesian coordinate
system, width and length, and its floor level reference. The possible connection between floor-area
units per floor represents another set of decision
variables, identifying, whether units are combined in
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a North-South orientation, an East-West orientation
or not connected at all.
Constraints are defined through regulations
originating from building codes, local ordinance and
site-specific declarations (Donath and Lobos, 2008),
as well individual design intentions of the designer.
These regulations constitute the search space for the
optimization problem in which the optimal buildingshape configuration is to be found. The definition
of necessary constraints limiting the expansion or
contraction of the building-volume can be achieved
through the model’s property definitions. The constraints have been organized into three categories:
Property, Topological and Design Constraints, with
some of them having been adapted from earlier
research concerning space layout problems (Medjodoub and Yannon, 2000) (Michalek et al., 2002).
Property constraints are used to define the allowable floor-area unit on the ground floor level
being planned. These include setback regulations,
building height, building line, site coverage ratios as
well as buildable floor-area ratio constraints.
1. Topological constraints refer to the allocation
and combination of floor-area units, preventing the intersection and enforcing the proper
connection between combined floor-area units
on the ground floor level. In order to reduce
the amount of search intensive allocation constraints, consecutive floor levels are primarily
regulated through their lower floor levels, guaranteeing that increasing floor level units remain
within the boundary of their successive floor
unit below. They are defined as non-intersection,
inside property, outside property, and unit connectivity constraints.
2. Design constraints allow for limiting the dimensional expansion of the rectangular floor-area
units such as width, length, width to length ratio or perimeter constraints as well as individual
design constraints such floor-area or building
depth constraints.
In Figure 2, two rectangular floor-area units per
floor are allowed; the size and location on the initial

Figure 2
Combinatory floor-area units
per floor, their location and
the following upper floor
level.

Combinatory floor-area units as geometrical
footprint formations

floor level determines the allowable area for successive higher floor levels. In the illustrated case, some
of the decision variables and constraint definitions
are illustrated two dimensionally. For instance, the
setback constraints of the property units refer to
property constraints, the allocation of floor area
units refer to topological, and the dimensional constraints of each unit refer to design constraints of the
model.
The complexity of the BVO model can be seen
in the computational effort to search for optimal
solutions based on non-linear objective functions
and constraint definitions. To improve search performance, some of the decision variables can temporarily be defined as constants. Understood as fixed
variables, they can be reintegrated into a search for
specific optimization purposes later on.

Since the current BVO model allows for combinatorial assemblies of floor-area units, the aspect of
combining them to footprint formations is to provide more flexibility into the shaping of possible
building-volumes and thus to achieve a more realistic approach to building-volume design. Because
allocation problems such as finding good building
footprint formations is search intensive by computational means, the intention to use combinatory floorareas requires limiting the search to a set of wanted
formations and by preventing possible repetition
through the allocation of floor plan layouts. Figure
3 shows how congruence of geometry can be prevented through enforcing the connection between
allocated units, ensuring that unit 1 is located left of
unit 2 and their length orientation remains opposite
to each other. In this case, only four unit formations
are feasible instead of 16 assemblies or an even higher, uncountable amount when not restricting corner
connections.
This is done by requesting units to connect via
enforced connection. Thus, a possible notation of
the corner constraint between two units can be described as follows:

(2)

A further restriction and prevention of congruency can be achieved via the pre-determination
of assembly restrictions between floor-area units.
Figure 3
Selected and deselected unit
assemblies through constraint
limitations
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Figure 4
Exemplary floor-area formations based on the allowable
amount of combinatory floorarea units

Instead of consenting to find footprint formations
by enumerating all possible unit combinations, only
one unit assembly set is permitted. For example, in
case of three allowable floor area units: unit 1 can
connect with unit 2, and unit 2 can connect with unit
3. In Figure 4, the set of geometric footprint formations describes the expected number of typologies
in relation to the allowable amount of floor-area
units per floor.
The following set is defined in reference to the
amount of allowable floor-area units per floor as
follows:
2 units: (1,2); 3 units: (1,2), (2,3); 4 units: (1,2), (2,3), (3,4)
(3)

Population of improved and close to optimal
solutions
The aim to populate building-volume solutions that
guarantee a good result in terms of cost objective
can be achieved by initiating a second search. By
using the final objective of the primary search and
integrating it as a boundary constraint for the second run, for instance by setting the upper boundary
10% above optimal LCC, solutions for the second run
will settle between optimal and the upper bound.
Thus, the method enables for the inspection of possible solutions within a defined range that is close
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to optimal. Because constraint-programming (CP)
does not necessitate an objective function to search
for solutions, designers have the choice to either
populate close to optimal solutions without further
declaration of an objective function or integrate a
new objective such as the maximization of the total
floor-area to further improve the quality of wanted
solutions.

Experiments
To test the validity of the model, sample experiments with combinatory floor-area units were performed using two allowable combinatory floor-area
units per floor. To approximate the possible impact
of implemented measures, test runs were performed
with and without enforced connections and assembly restriction. For further comparison, two secondsearch methods for the population and propagation
of close to optimal solutions, either integrating a second objective or using no objective, were conducted
and assessed.
For the conducting of all BVO experiments ILOG
OPL Solver, a software application for the optimization process has been used. As for the experiments,
all exemplary site setups were situated in Bangkok,
Thailand and related to common building codes
for office and commercial buildings with building
operation time set at be 40 years. Additionally, the

Figure 5
Feasible solutions of search
runs allowing two combinations per floor over running
time.

necessary data regarding climate such as monthly
solar table and monthly average temperature, current pricing for the use of electrical energy have
been integrated.

Results: Combinatory Footprints
Test results showed that a steep increase in search
time already appeared when two allowable combinations per floor were included. While the optimization runs without enforced connection and assembly restriction required over 16 hours to converge,
the total running time with the implemented measures was reduced to 7.5 hours. However, while both
searches guaranteed optimality, their final solution
was slightly different. Nevertheless, all found solutions followed the restrictions of the BVO settings
and consequently improved their performance value during the optimization search. Figure 5 demonstrates how the BVO model search improved in that
comparable solutions with similar objectives were
found faster with the use of implemented measures.
Despite the fact that both runs have converged, the
search times were longer than expected. Although
the optimal solutions were found much quicker than
the overall running time, it is only possible to clarify
the last found solution as optimal when the search
run has finally stopped. The use of the BVO model
requires full convergence to declare optimality.
A selection of search results, which are assembled in Figure 6, demonstrates how found solutions

changed building-volume over the optimization run.
Visually, similar to runs with singular floor units per
floor, the optimization process tends to reduce exterior surface areas through finding compact building shapes. Nevertheless, the visual development of
the optimization run appears less obvious due to the
constant changes of footprint formations between
solutions. This makes it less predictable to foresee
final building-volumes, but also improves designers
urge for more variety between feasible solutions.

Results: Second Search
The non-objective search for close to optimal solution continuously produced feasible solutions, as
shown in Figure 6. It was stopped due the almost
infinite amount of available solutions. Because the
search is focused on finding all possible solutions
within the boundary threshold of optimal LCC in
the initial search and upper boundary 10% above
optimal LCC, the number of found solutions is high
with a tendency for marginal variations between
them. This makes it difficult to steer a non-objective
population search to produce a smaller number of
solutions, for example by reducing the boundary
threshold, and still creating variation between them.
The second run integrating a second objective
for the maximization of the total floor-area was performed in 8.5 hours. The search showed that good
solutions could be found when using a threshold of
10% from the final LCC in the first run and setting it
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Figure 6
Exemplary feasible solutions
of test run allowing two combinatory floor-area units per
floor employing enforced connection and assembly restriction constraints

as an upper boundary limitation for the population
of further feasible solutions. Especially the implementation of a second, opposing objective showed
that improvements in terms of quality, in reference
to the new objective, could be achieved and populated. However, due to the directed search, the solutions demonstrated limited variety. Some of the
results are shown in Figure 7.
Additionally, the amount and quality of solutions depended directly on the amount of allowable
boundary. The smaller the boundary threshold the
fewer solutions as well as improvements in floor-area
maximization could be expected.

Conclusion
The experiments showed that the improvement
of the BVO model allowed for generation of building-volume designs based on combinatory floorarea units and allowed for creation of close to

optimal solutions. With an optimal solution found,
the amount of quality that could be achieved allowed designers for understanding the complexity
of possible design options as well as the relationships to cost related factors better. Hence, the ability
to create building volumes based on footprint formation proved successful when it comes to generating more variety of possible building volumes.

Recommendation
Though experiment results showed that search time
could be reduced through the implemented measures of enforced connection and assembly restriction, the search required for an insufficient amount
of convergence time. Because the experiments were
conducted with two units per floor, the amount of
running time for higher-level combinations seems
questionable. Thus, using combinatory setups for
building-volume optimization purposes only might
Figure 7
Solutions found during second search, maximizing the
volumes total floor area.
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be unsuitable, due to the long convergence time
and inability to find good solutions autonomously
within a practical time.
Experiments for the population and propagation
of close to optimal solutions showed that non-objective search and second objective search results were
quite different in nature. The non-objective search is
characterized by its advantage of populating many
solutions albeit variety between consecutive solutions was marginal. Similar to the initial optimization
runs, the search integrating a second objective allows for further improvement of close to optimal solutions, however, amount and variety are mostly limited. With this mind, both implementations of second searches necessitates for the designers active
involvement through calibrating possible boundary
settings. Thus, the propagation of possible solutions
close to optimal requires better understanding of
the BVO complexity.
Since optimal solutions are not the main intention of the designers in the first place, setting running time limitation might be an acceptable measure as well. Consequently, the BVO model requires
for better understanding in terms of solution driven
search and user intention. Especially the introduction of combinatory floor plan layouts needs clarification of possible building-volume formation, that
can guarantee automated optimization building
shapes and wanted building volume formation.
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